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With over 120 years of experience Ernst Reinhardt 
GmbH & Co KG is a family owned, independent 
publishing company and has, as of now, 750 titles 
available. 

We specialize amongst others in the fields of psychology, 
education, gerontology and social work and publish an 
average of 45 new titles every year.

 

Internationally known as quality research literature, our 
publications have been translated into over 30 languages.

Reinhardt Publishing cooperates with professional 
institutions and associations such as the German 
Association for Psychology or the Association for 
Bodypsychotherapy and is a member of utb GmbH –  
a universityfocused joint venture of 15 German  
academic publishers.

If you are interested in any particular subject or in 
obtaining rights for a specific title, please feel free to 
contact us for a  personalized offer at:  
foreignrights@reinhardverlag.de

For more information go to:

http://www.reinhardtverlag.de/de/foreign_rights

Kind regards,

Alena Verrel
Foreign Rights & Public Relations
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Fulfi lling one fi nal wish

Monika Keck 
One Last Swim

Accompanying my CancerStricken
Mother on her Final Journey

2017
149 pages

(9783497026715) pb
List price: € 16.90

„All we can do for your mother now is move her to a hospice or 
discharge her to die at home.“ How do statements like this make 
relatives feel? What are the consequences if they decide to care for 
their family members at home until they die? And how can this 
experience go as smoothly as possible?

Th e author describes her experiences of providing palliative care for 
her mother, ill with cancer, at home  from initially feeling unable to 
cope to ultimately creating meaningful endoflife care. Based on per
sonal experience and specialist knowledge, she provides readers with 
numerous tips to encourage caregiving relatives providing endof
life care at home, and dissipate their fears of dealing with death. 
Th e book is a valuable support to all those who have made this 
courageous decision.

Author information

Monika Keck, of Gilching, Germany, is a graduate social education 

worker and cared for her cancerstricken mother for two years at 

home until the latter‘s death. After this, she trained to become a 

palliative care specialist for psychosocial professions, and has headed 

the social care team in a nursing home run by the Red Cross‘ social 

services association.

Target readership

Caregiving relatives providing a family 

member with palliative care at home, 

palliative care specialists

• A moving account of life between 
hope and despair

• Includes valuable advice for those 
caring for dying relatives
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Who decides when we die?

Frauke Luckwaldt 
I Want to Die an Autonomous Death!

My Father‘s Courageous Decision 
to Die by Voluntary Fasting.

With a Foreword by Michael de Ridder
2018

137 pages
(9783497027507) pb

List price: € 14.90

It‘s all sorted – care, seated yoga, residents‘ choir. How
ever, for Claus, life without his beloved wife of sixty years seems 
utterly pointless. His daily environment in the nursing home and 
his irrepressible will inspire him to form a plan: he wants to de
part with dignity while he can still decide for himself. In the pro
cess, he is forced to discover that wanting to die autonomously 
apparently isn‘t the most natural thing in the world. When one‘s 
own family member decides to die by means of voluntary fasting, 
close relatives fi nd themselves treading a fi ne line between under
standing and rejection. 

Th e author describes these confl icting feelings very convincingly. 
Diary entries by her father provide a glimpse of the emotions ex
perienced by the individual concerned. A courageous book which 
serves as an inspiration to further the discourse on the taboo topic 
of „autonomous dying“.

Author information

Frauke Luckwald, Sievershütten, Germany, publisher and German 

philologist, accompanied her father on his journey towards death, a 

process which resulted in this book.

Target readership

Anyone interested in the topic of 

„autonomous dying“, whether for personal 

or professional reasons

• Accompanying the father on his way 
to an autonomous death

• Moving report of the person aff ected 
and his relatives

• Picks up the debate about fasting to 
death
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Go into hospital? Never again!

Sabine Mehne
I Will Die as I Wish

My Decision to Die by Voluntary Fasting
2019

208 pages
(9783497028863) pb

List price: €19.90

Sabine Mehne successfully conquered cancer and fought her way 
back to life with all her strength. Now in her early sixties, she is 
a longterm survivor of a bone marrow transplant. At present, no 
doctor is able to treat the various and highly debilitating lateon
set eff ects of her cancer treatment. As a result, she has made a rad
ical decision, resolving that her days of being exposed to modern 
highperformance medicine are over.

Her personal answer to the question of how she can end her life 
in a selfdetermined manner, without further suff ering, is to die 
by voluntary fasting. Th is book is an open, honest account of 
how she prepares herself and those closest to her for this even
tuality. In the process, she also provides valuable suggestions for 
others interested in this topic, or who are considering the option 
themselves.

Author information

Sabine Mehne, Darmstadt, Germany, author, is a former 

physiotherapist and systemic family therapist.

In 1995, she was diagnosed with cancer, leading her to think seri

ously about death. She continues to give numerous lectures and 

readings on subjects including death in a selfdetermined manner.

Target readership

Chronically ill people, relatives, friends and all those 

interested in this subject, nursing staff , doctors, pal

liative healthcare professionals, hospice volunteers, 

ministers/pastoral workers, psychologists, psy

chooncologists, psychotherapists, family therapists, 

trauma therapists

• Moving report on one woman’s perso-
nal preparation for death by voluntary 
fasting

• Includes a range of suggested aspects 
to consider
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“A storm is coming - in stripes!”

Doris Reckewell / Andrea Jandt
Until I Am Hanging from the Sky

Encouragement for Relatives of  People 
Suff ering from Dementia

2nd edition 2019
95 pages. 10 illustrations
(9783497029068) pb

List price: € 14.90

Protection, helplessness, fear, anger – these are some of the feelings 
people go through when they are informed that someone they are 
closely related to has been diagnosed with dementia. Since the af
fected person suff ers much more relatives suppress their feelings, 
don’t talk about them or are ashamed of their own despair.

Th e authors wish to provide help for relatives to quickly overcome 
their own emotional chaos and their state of paralysation. Th e au
thors encourage them to realise their own feelings, to know their 
limits and to fi nd a life situation that takes these limits into ac
count.

A book that accompanies and provides support for relatives through 
all the ups and down of everyday life.

Author information

Doris Reckewell, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany, has studied polit

ical economics, used to work as a journalist, then as a self employed 

author (theatre, lyric poetry), has been taking care of her mother 

suff ering from dementia for several years.

Andrea Jandt, nurse, degree in education (adult education), Man

agement of Health and Social Facilities (M.A.), manages a nursing 

home and four inpatient living groups for people suff ering from 

dementia in Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany.

Target readership

All those who support and take care of 

relatives suff ering from dementia as

 well as professional nurses

• Support for relatives of people suff e-
ring from dementia

• Spotting and safeguarding your own 
needs

• Encouraging report by an aff ected 
relative
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Death by voluntary fasting

Boudewijn Chabot / Christian Walther 
Exit Strategy

Death by Voluntary Fasting – an Autonomous 
Death by Abstaining from Food and Drink

5th updated and extended edition 2017
200 pages. 2 tables

(9783497027064) pb
List price: € 19.90

When the blessings of highperformance medicine become a 
curse for the terminally ill, only prolonging their suff e
ring, and they express the wish to die, there is a solution: 
death by voluntary fasting, or the deliberate abstinence from food 
and fl uids.

Th e authors clarify the medical aspects of death by volun
tary fasting in a comprehensive manner, informing rea
ders of the legal considerations which apply to this de
cision. Patients wishing to end their lives in a dignifi ed 
manner form the focus of this book, as well as relatives, care
givers and doctors who accompany them on the diffi  cult path to 
death by voluntary fasting.

Author information

Dr. med. Boudewijn Chabot, PhD, Haarlem, Netherlands, 

psychiatrist and social scientist.

Dr. rer. nat. Christian Walther, retired neurobiologist, 

worked at the Institute of Physiology at the

University of Marburg, Germany.

Target readership

All those interested in patient autonomy at the end 

of life, particularly medical and healthcare 

professionals active in the fi elds of 

hospice and palliative care

• Medical and legal aspects of volunta-
rily fasting to death

• Rediscovering dying with dignity

• Diffi  culities concerning doctors, care-
givers and relatives
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Growing old gracefully!

Erich Schützendorf 
My Living Will for Growing Old Gracefully

2017
118 pages incl. sample form

(9783497027118) pb
List price: € 12.90

Many people think deeply about the fi nal phase of life, making pro
visions in the form of patient decrees or lasting powers of attorney. 
However, the right to selfdetermination in matters of everyday life 
is frequently forgotten. In the event that dependent individuals are 
no longer able to articulate their preferences, others will decide on 
the “right way” to proceed.

Th e “living will” focuses on daily wellbeing: do I wish to continue 
eating chocolate, despite diabetes? Would I still like my glass of 
wine each evening, even though it may not be healthy? Would I 
prefer to be entertained, or simply to be left in peace?

Th e author describes example scenarios in an amusing, yet 
thoughtprovoking manner, using questions to invite readers to 
note down their preferences for growing old gracefully – and in
dependently.

Author information

Erich Schützendorf, graduate educator, was an adult education 

centre director and Head of Department for ageing

related issues at the Adult Education Centre in the District of 

Viersen, Germany, Associate Lecturer for Social Gerontology at the 

University of Applied Sciences in Niederrhein, Germany, and lectu

rer at specialist seminars on the subject of care of the elderly.

Target readership

People of all age groups who are 

preoccupied with ageing, nurses, 

caregiving relatives  and caregivers

• Suggestions for autonomous care 
options

• Includes a questionnaire and space for 
personal notes

• Tips for future implementation
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Coda of Life

Martina Baumann, Dorothea Bünemann
Music Th erapy in Hospice Work 

and Palliative Care
With a preface by Rolf Verres

2nd edition 2020
137 pages. 10 illustrations.
(9783497029556) pb

List price: € 19.90

Terminally ill patients at a hospice or at a palliative care facility of
ten suff er from the fact that the last days of their lives are character
ised by medical technology and by maintaining the most important 
physical functions. In this stressful situation music can be soothing 
and music therapy proves to signifi cantly improve the quality of 
life. 

Th e authors talk about many case studies from their rich practical 
experience and how to deploy music therapy at hospice and palli
ative care facilities in an atmospheric way for the good of the pa
tients. 

Th ey give advice on how to negotiate obstacles in clinical 
everyday life and how to get doctors, nursing staff  and 
relatives involved. Th ey also show how to pick up and deal with 
the need for spirituality and meaningful experiences of all parties 
involved and how to convey comfort in a musical way.

Author information

Graduate music therapist Martina Baumann, Heidelberg, Germany. 

Hypnotherapist (M.E.I.), works at hospice and palliative care faci

lities and at further education facilities, also as a visiting lecturer at 

Heidelberg University.

Graduate psych., graduate gerontol. Dorothea Bünemann, Heidel

berg, Germany, runs her own practice as a music therapist, gestalt 

therapist (DVG) and psychotherapist (HP) and works at further 

education facilities.

Target readership

Music therapists, psychologists, doctors, 

nursing staff  and honorary helpers in 

hospice and palliative care facilities

• Improving patients’ quality 
of life with music

• Accompanying seriously ill and dying 
patients with music therapy

• Many case studies from practical expe-
rience
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A dignifi ed death

Tamara GehringVorbeck
End of Life Care and Companionship

for Dementia Suff erers
A Practical Guide for the Fields of Nursing,

Care and Management
2018

170 pages. 6 illustrations
(9783497027354) pb

List price: € 24.90

Which aspects should be considered when people with dementia 
are at their end of life? What defi nes good terminal care? How is 
it possible to ease the strain placed on nursing professionals and 
relatives as they perform this challenging task? Which framework 
conditions should be implemented by the nursing facility‘s man
agement?

Th e author describes the dying process of those suff er
ing from dementia. She provides suggestions on how nurs
ing care can be organized in various institutions (nursing 
homes, hospitals etc.) and on an outpatient basis, in order to create 
a dignifi ed culture of dying. She demonstrates clearly and empa
thetically how to ensure that suff erers continue to feel safe and se
cure, even in the fi nal days of their lives.

Author information

Dr. Tamara Gehring-Vorbeck, a qualifi ed nurse with further train

ing as a nursing and nursing home manager has a degree in nursing 

management and is a lecturer and consultant on the subject of 

dementia and management/manager coaching.

Target readership

(Geriatric) nursing professionals, gerontopsychiatric 

professionals and all other occupational groups and 

volunteers working in the fi elds of the nursing and 

care of dementia suff erers; nursing care managers

• Strategies for caring companionship 
during everyday nursing care

• Rules of thumb and case studies

• Questions to aid self-refl ection
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Let me feel until the end

Heike Walper
Basal Stimulation in Palliative Care

2nd revised edition 2016
204 pages. 44 illustrations. 6 tables

(9783497026548) pb
List price: € 24.90

People in their fi nal stage of life often suff er from a lack of 
consciousness, amentia and comprehension problems. Ca
ring for and getting in touch with them becomes diffi  
cult, nursing staff  members call for a new approach. Basal 
stimulation ties in with this special life situation by opening 
up an individual approach to the ill person, even when 
other means of communication are depleted. What is 
Basal Stimulation in the fi eld of palliative care capable of and where 
can it be deployed? 

In a descriptive language, the author introduces the main objectives 
of Basal Stimulation and gives reallife examples of how it can be 
deployed in palliative care.

Author information

Heike Walper is a freelance instructor on basal stimulation and pal

liative care and works at a hospice in Munich, Germany.

Target readership

All types of nurses in the fi eld of pallia

tive care or in training, respectively, 

nursing relatives

• Real-life tips for hospice palliative 
care 

• Increases the quality of life of the ter-
minally ill

• Opens up new perspectives in 
everyday work
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To grieve is part of living

Ulrike Backhaus
Person-centred Counselling and

Th erapy for Loss and Grief
2nd, revised edition 2020

188 pages
(9783497029945) pb

List price: € 24.90

What happens when grieving individuals are unable to fi nd the 
strength to learn to live with their altered situations? Counselling 
or therapy can help them to cope. Carl Rogers‘ personcentred 
approach, which is based on respect and empathetic understanding 
of the person grieving, is particularly suitable.

Th e author provides an introduction to the fundamental principles 
of grief research and demonstrates how the personcentred appro
ach is applied in grief counselling. Diverse reactions by grieving 
individuals and empathetic, helpful interventions are clearly descri
bed on the basis of numerous case studies.

Th is unique method allows grief counsellors to support the bereaved 
on their personal journeys through the crisis.

Author information

Ulrike Backhaus, Siegburg, Germany, is a graduate social education 

worker with further training in personcentred psychotherapy. She 

has been providing seriously ill, dying and grieving individuals with 

support in hospitals and hospices for many years, including at her 

own practice since 2004. She runs training courses and advanced 

courses in the fi elds of palliative care and bereavement counselling.

Target readership

Psychotherapists, bereavement counsellors, 

psychologists, social education workers, 

theologians in training and by profession

• Practical therapeutic strategies

• Person-centred, respectful and empa-
thetic
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Shaping the end of life together

Dittmar Rostig
Accompanying a Dying Beloved Person
How to Shape the Farewell Process and

Experience Mourning in a Meaningful Way
2014

209 pages. 11 illustrations. 2 tables
(9783497024698) pb

List price: € 21.90

How do I accompany a very sick, dying beloved on their fi nal jour
ney? How can I shape their end of life for the both of us in a good 
way? How can I still reach them even when death is imminent? 
How can I bid farewell? And what’s a healthy way to mourn?

Th is book provides orientation and support for people 
accompanying a dying beloved. It helps dealing with one’s own life 
story, recognizing the pattern of crisis management and detecting 
resources. It informs about reactions on dying and mourning pro
cesses as well as on organizational issues at the end of life. It en
courages to knowingly bid farewell.

Author information

Dr. Dittmar Rostig is a therapist in the fi elds of sociology,

mourning and trauma and has many years of experience in

terminal and mourning care at his therapeutic practice and the 

“Zentrum für Trauerbegleitung und Lebenshilfe” (Centre for Mour

ning Support and Life Aid) in Dresden, Germany.

Target readership

People taking care of and accompanying seriously 

sick and dying relatives; volunteers/employees in the 

fi elds of palliative,hospice, nursing and geriatric care

• Orientation aid for terminal care

• Detecting resources

• Consciously bidding farewell
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Grieving together

Gabriele SchmidtKlering
Grieving with Children

SelfHelp Guide
2017

139 pages. 28 illustrations
(9783497026807) pb

List price: € 14.90

When a close friend or relative dies, the world turns upside
down. If this occurs within the family and children are aff ected, 
parents and relatives usually experience deep feelings of insecurity. 
Th eir own grief is exacerbated by worrying about how the children 
will cope the situation.

Th e author empathetically describes how children grieve and pro
vides answers to pressing questions, such as how can I prepare my 
child for the loss of a loved one? Where can I get help, and when is 
professional support necessary? Clear examples of rituals and mu
tual activities to cope with bereavement and deal with feelings and 
memories, as well as suggestions for tallking to and thinking things 
over with children make this book a helpful guide.

Author information

Gabriele Schmidt-Klering, a certifi ed bereavement counsellor 

(BVT), social administrator and child care worker, supports children 

and adolscents who have lost a loved one, as well as their families. 

She runs bereavement groups for childrens and adolescents and 

advises adults on how to cope with grief.

Target readership

Parents and relatives of children aff ected 

by the prospect of death, death itself 

or grief, or who wish to prepare 

their children for the same

• Concrete help for parents

• Includes numerous examples and sug-
gestions

• Comprehensive information 
section with websites, literature and 
media recommendations
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Giving strength and hope

Hildegard WörzStrauß
How Does Life Go On?

Guide for Th ose Who Have 
Experienced Stillbirth and Miscarriages

2018
272 pages. 11 photographs

(9783497028108) pb
List price: € 24.90

When parents lose their child as a result of miscarriage, stillbirth or 
shortly after birth, the depth of their grief is frequently underesti
mated. Parents are often confused and overwhelmed by the inten
sity with which their grief, with all its facets – pain, anger, feelings 
of guilt, helplessness – makes itself manifest.

Th e book describes this extreme experience in an empathetic man
ner. Eff ective examples illustrate ways to cope with the grieving 
process: for mothers, fathers, relatives as well as for future siblings. 
Th e book off ers support to those aff ected, helping them create a 
special place for the dead child, gradually fi nding closure as life 
moves on.

Author information

Hildegard Wörz-Strauß, Augsburg, Germany, graduate theologian, 

is a trained hospital chaplain and has been supporting parents who 

have suff ered a miscarriage or stillbirth since 2002. She lost her fi rst 

baby in childbirth. She is now mother to three children.

Target readership

Aff ected parents and relatives 

and future siblings

• Helps readers to understand and 
accept the pain

• Supports them as they process their 
grief
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